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check-in
Change.

Sometimes change is forced upon us by external forces. Sometimes we have the freedom to
envision the change we would like to have happen and can act upon it. Both situations are
hard to adjust to, although as human beings, we have immense capacity to change (or so
they say). But it is rarely easy.
We are living in a time of immense economic change. It is easy to succumb to the doom
and gloom that we are bombarded with on a daily basis from the media. Even the “Alberta
Advantage” falls by the wayside as friends and acquaintances begin to feel the pinch. The
climate of anxiety and fear becomes pervasive, making even the most lackadaisical of us
cautious.
And where does theatre fit within this economic downturn? The very essence of theatre
embraces change. Through the stories that unfold on the stage, we seek to create change
within the audience—through the telling of a story a change in thinking or feeling can
occur. Theatre strives to stimulate, question, provoke, challenge and yes, entertain, so that
as audience members we leave the theatre different than when we arrived—somehow
we’re changed.
In many ways the theatre community is well situated to carry on in these seemingly
precarious times. We know all about precarious. We are used to conducting our business on
tightly managed budgets. We know about risk taking and the uncertainty of the outcome
of any given project. We are used to making do—working in spaces that weren’t built as
theatres. In fact, many companies actively seek out alternate spaces and venues to create
site-specific theatre. As the seasons for the 2009/10 were announced this spring the plays
chosen seem as diverse, numerous and challenging as seasons past. In fact some seasons
are larger in scope and scale than in previous years. The strength of the theatre community
seems undaunted, confident that audience members will be as strong as ever for the coming
season. And so we should be. During uncertain times it is important to gather together as a
community to share stories that help us interpret and understand the world that we live in.
To fire up our imaginations, for some solace for the soul.
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As the theatre community has changed over the past decade, so too has Theatre Alberta.
We find ourselves constantly evolving, evaluating where we are and if we are meeting the
needs of our membership. We hope to be sending a survey to our members in the fall
seeking your thoughts.
This Theatre Alberta News marks the end of an era—a change is coming. We are very excited
to be moving from a sixteen page quarterly newsletter to a new twenty page triannual
theatre magazine. Watch for our new look in late August. At the same time we bid a fond
farewell to Theatre Alberta News’ fabulous graphic designer, Carey van Eden, who has moved
to Ottawa and taken a position at the National Arts Centre. They are lucky to have her.
May your summer be filled with rejuvenation and lots of play!
Marie Gynane-Willis.
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CURIOUS GROUND
The North American Cultural Laboratory
(NACL) creates innovative original work that is

Catskill Festival of New Theatre (an annual

ensemble-based, utilizing devised methods of

an annual performer training retreat that is cur-

creation, heightened physicality and song to

rently accepting applications for the June 28–

create vivid theatre experiences. Their mission

July 5, 2009 session. This retreat is designed for

is to cultivate the rigorous exploration of actor-

those interested in ensemble theatre, solo work,

generated theatre as an ever-evolving art form.

devised performance, physical theatre adapta-

Drawing from the ensemble work of Denmark’s

tions and experimental and original theatre cre-

Odin Teatret, Canada’s Primus Theatre and

ation. It explores the performative body, vocal

the research of Jerzy Grotowski, they have

vibration, singing technique, work with dynamic

developed a unique approach to training and

action, acrobatics, stilts and the imaginative and

creation that maximizes the expressive use of

associative body. www.nacl.org

international festival now in its tenth year) and

the artist’s body, voice, imagination, experience,
memory and intellect in the creation of compelling new works for the theatre.
NACL was founded in 1997 by Brad Krumholz and Tannis Kowalchuk (a graduate of the
University of Winnipeg, a core member of the
former Primus Theatre, and a returning teacher/
director at Humber College in Toronto). From

IN MEMORIAM
Joe Bird 19?? - 20??

now hosts world-class master classes, the NACL

Playwright/screenwriter/actor/director Warren Graves passed away
in Lethbridge, Alberta on February 24, 2008, at 75 years of age.
Beloved husband of Susan of Raymond, he was also the loving
father of Nichola Vincent of Windsor, Ontario, Deborah Brouwer
of Lethbridge, Alberta, and Colin Graves of Vilna, Alberta, and 4 grandchildren. Warren was born and
raised in London during the Second World War. Graves moved to Calgary in 1964, and then to Edmonton
where he worked as an assistant clerk at the Alberta Legislature. He became a prominent theatre artist
and administrator with Walterdale Playhouse before quitting his government job to become a self-employed writer in 1974.
He will be missed.

Dramaworks

tales from the stacks

Registrations for
Dramaworks,

Member requests for our 2009 acquisitions list...

acquisitions list and would welcome purchase

Whenever possible, we attempt to acquire every

the theatre workshop series for adults

suggestions from our membership. If you have

member request. However, for various reasons

running July 2–5 and 9–12, have

any favourite playwrights, script/musical titles or

it is occasionally impossible. When requesting a

begun! With this year’s fabulous line

reference materials to recommend for purchase

script, please provide us with as much informa-

up of workshops and exceptional

by our library, please email them to

tion as possible about the title. Information

instructors, places are going quickly.

library@theatrealberta.com or visit our

includes the author, publisher, date of publica-

1997-2000, NACL was in residence at La Mama
Theatre in New York City. In 2000, NACL moved
into its own theatre and artists’ residence in the
Catskill Mountains, located about 2 hours from
Manhattan. They transformed a historic churchturned-theatre and a 1920s summer boarding
house into an international arts centre that

To avoid disappointment register online
at theatrealberta.com, mail a

We are in the midst of compiling our yearly

‘Suggest a Script’ online form at
www.theatrealberta.com/suggest_script.asp.

tion and/or ISBN.
Before suggesting a title, please check our

registration form to Theatre Alberta,

online catalogue to see if the title already exists

or call us at 780-422-8162, toll free at

in our collection. Thanks for making our library

1-888-422-8160. Early Bird rates end

one of the best and largest script-lending librar-

on May 29, 2009. Join us for a summer

ies in Canada (possibly even the world!)

of finely cultivated curiosity.

Brenda and Solveig
Theatre Alberta’s Librarians
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Meet the Board
Anne Marie Szucs, Board of Directors
Anne Marie Szucs has been actively involved in the world of theatre for over 20 years.
She has acted in both amateur and professional productions in Fort McMurray,
Vancouver, and the Edmonton area. As well, she has worked as an acting coach and
director in Fort McMurray and Spruce Grove. She has studied drama with Scott Swan, of
Seacoast Studios, West Vancouver, as well as in Keyano College’s Visual and Performing
Arts Program in Fort McMurray. In addition to her Theatre Alberta board position, she
currently holds a board position with Horizon Players in Spruce Grove.
A few years ago you moved from Fort
McMurray to Spruce Grove. What’s been
the biggest difference in these theatre
communities?

Edmonton has always been known as a
theatre city; maybe we could take the creative
lead in developing a new type of theatre.

In Fort McMurray, we were fortunate to
have professional directors and design
teams work with community actors on a
regular basis. The cross-pollination between
the professional world and amateur world
was unique. I’m not sure I would be the
artist I am without these connections made
at Keyano Theatre.

You’re a multi-talented force in the
theatre--director, performer, production
manager. What does each of these roles
bring you?

My observation of the Edmonton region
to date is that there is a clear delineation
between these two worlds. I fear that
something is lost as the professionals create
work on their side of the fence and the
amateurs create work on theirs. Shouldn’t
it ultimately be about the work itself as
opposed to territorial protection or elitism?
I may be naïve about this, but I would like
to see greater opportunities for theatre
professionals and amateurs to play together.

Acting is truly a foundation for the other
roles I play in theatre. It was my first love and
continues to challenge and energize me. As I
get older, I’m more protective of my time, so
now I seek out acting projects that will bring
something new to me--a chance to work
with a new director or a play or character
that entices me. My philosophy is to venture
into work that scares me; if I’m not afraid,
then I find that I get complacent--and bored.
Directing scares me, so it was clearly the
next step for my work as an artist. The
responsibility can seem overwhelming at
times, but the rewards from directing are
many; I love working with actors helping

create a world and characters that honour the
truth of the play.
I see the other roles as part of my responsibility
to the ensemble; the true magic of theatre is
that in this moment, a group of people are
coming together and creating a one-of-akind world for the audience that will never be
replicated. Who wouldn’t want to be a part
of this?
What’s the biggest challenge you’re facing
in the community theatre world right now?
I would have to say access to resources.
The strength of community theatre lies in its
people; I’ve never met more fiercely active
volunteers. Stress arises when there isn’t
affordable space to rehearse or store sets/
props. Most communities like the idea of
having a theatre company; few realize the
logistics of creating theatre. We need to be
even more creative about such solutions as
increased community awareness and new
partnerships.

Bringing Back the Old, Ringing in the New
Here’s where we roll out the welcome mat to all our new and renewed members for the period of January 1 –
March 31, 2009. Don’t see your name here? That’s probably because you joined the organization in one of the
other nine months, or you bought a two-year membership and aren’t due for renewal until next year. Just keep
your eyes peeled and you’ll surely see your name in an upcoming issue!
new Members
Individuals
Dan Bagan
Jayne Barbard
Caroline Boddy
Elysse Cheadle
Justin De Veau
Tyler Goerz
Jamie Hobbs
Sharon Krushel
Brad Leavitt
Andrew Legg
Alex Mackie
Scott Mayo
Peter Mueller
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A warm and sincere thank-you to
Celine Vaillancourt, Wanda M. Reinholdt,
Duane Mills, Tyler Goerz for their generous
donations to Theatre Alberta.

renewing Members
Jana O’Connor
Leif Oleson-Cormack
Carissa Pohl
Cody Porter
Inderjeet Randhawa
Chelsea Restall
Scott Roberts
Nicole Steudel
Darla Taylor
Jenny Taylor
Celine Vaillancourt
Hans Wackershauser
Frank Zotter
Groups
St Luke School
Warburg School

Individuals
David Adie
Solveig Anderson
Daniel Anderson
Karen Arychuk
Anna Bado
Dan Bagan
Jen Bailey
Jayne Barbard
Jeremy Baumung
Stacy Berg
Mhairi Berg
Mary Blackstone
Caroline Boddy
Elizabeth Bowering
Beverly Brilz
Michele Brown
Geoffrey Brumlik
Adam Burgess
Elysse Cheadle
Nadien Chu
Wendy Collins
Erin Crealock
Justin De Veau
Johanne Deleeuw
Michelle Dias

Diane Falck
Michael Florizone
Maureen Fossen
Wendy Froberg
Stacy Fysh
Margaret Giffen
Tyler Goerz
Marie Gynane-Willis
Zoe Hawnt
Derek Headrick
Jane Heather
Trevor Hildebrand
Jamie Hobbs
Kim Howard
Kristina Hoyle
Franco Imbrogno
Darlene Kowalchuk
Talia Koziak
Sharon Krushel
Josh Languedoc
Cathy Larson
Brendan Lavery
Brad Leavitt
Victoria Lee
Andrew Legg
Nadine Lennox

Tiana Leonty
Michael Loeffler
Annette Loiselle
Alex Mackie
Barbara Mah
George Mann
Jeremy Mason
Scott Mayo
Danielle McCaffrey
Kevin McCann
Erin McDougall
Duane Mills
Giovanni Mocibob
Rob Moffatt
Terri Mort
Betty Moulton
Peter Mueller
Wolfgang Noethlichs
Eric Nyland
Jana O’Connor
Leif Oleson-Cormack
Lorenzo Pagnotta
Trina Penner
Tracy Penner
Chantal Perron
Carissa Pohl

Cody Porter
Nancy Rakovszky
Inderjeet Randhawa
Wanda Reinholdt
Chelsea Restall
Scott Roberts
Cathleen Rootsaert
Alyssa Semenoff
Herb Stanley
Nicole Steudel
Stanley Stevenson
Darla Taylor
Jenny Taylor
Bridget Toms
Karen Towsley
Celine Vaillancourt
Sam Varteniuk
Hans Wackershauser
Eric Wigston
Frank Zotter

Beaumont
Composite High
School
Edmonton Catholic
Schools
Edmonton Christian
School-West
Campus
Edmonton Musical
Theatre
Edmonton Opera
Esplanade Arts &
Heritage Centre
Fringe Theatre
Adventures
Grant MacEwan
College
H. A. Kostash School
Holy Redeemer
Catholic Junior/
Senior High School
J. A. Williams High
School
Louis St Laurent
School
McNally High School

Northern Crossing
Music/Drama
Society
Outcast Theatre
Adventures
Pandora Players
Queen Elizabeth
High School
Ross Sheppard
Composite High
School
Shadow Theatre
Slave Lake
Musical Theatre
Association
Society for Alectra
Theatre Arts
St Luke School
The Shakespeare
Company
Theatre Network
Town of Hinton
Tree House Youth
Theatre
Warburg School
Webber Academy

welcome back
Groups
Daysland Little
Theatre Company
Ecole Secondaire

By ??? .

new

	TA member

artistic directors new ideas
Over the past few months at least five Alberta professional theatres have
made changes in their artistic directorships. We asked two incoming ADs,
Vanessa Porteous (Alberta Theatre Projects, Calgary) and Marianne Copithorne
(Free Will Shakespeare Festival, which usually performs in Hawrelak Park,
Edmonton) to answer a few questions about what they’re planning.
What’s the biggest challenge facing Alberta
theatres today? What do you plan to do as
artistic director to meet this challenge?
Porteous Relevance, or in other words,
connecting to our audience. Traditional
methods of getting an audience are dying out.
How do we fulfill our function to lead, to be
the forward-thinking and adventurous ones in
our communities, and also get enough bums
in seats to keep doing that important job?
I do not believe, in the case of ATP, that we
should program more middle of the road fare
in order to up the numbers. We have to be
true to our identity: doing theatre about what
it means to be alive right now. We will tell
everyone, consistently and wittily, that that is
what we do.
Copithorne Every theatre has its
own unique challenge; one that we cope
with at the Freewill Shakespeare Festival is
performing outdoors. If there’s a drought,
audiences will come to us to escape the heat.
If a severe thunderstorm occurs at 7 PM
when audiences are deciding whether to
come to us or rent from Blockbuster... We are
presenting our summer season a week later,
to take advantage of the ‘warmer’ weather in
July. It’s a calculated gamble, but we’ll see…
In these challenging economic times, our
funding is shrinking, but we still have to
maintain our standards of excellence in
production. We have to find creative ways
to do that and not cut back on our ability to
hire local artists. We’ll keep our ticket prices
stable and affordable, to encourage audience
support.

ATP for three years also prepared me. It gave
me an outsider’s perspective on the company.
I worked with many different people under
many different circumstances. It opened my
eyes to the possibilities.
Copithorne Having been a company
member for a decade really prepared me for
the job. As an actor I learned to deal with
the emotional and physical challenges of
performing Shakespeare outdoors. Having
directed four times at the Park, I know what
is required before and during the rehearsal
and run to keep the company and shows
healthy. Getting my MFA in Directing at the
U of A was invaluable.

What’s the biggest change you plan to
implement at the company during your tenure?
Porteous Stay tuned.
Copithorne Freewill started in 1989
with a handful of hopeful young U of A grads
and a budget of $1000.00. Twenty years and
thirty-one productions later, we have a budget
that allows us to hire over 60 artists. We need
to build on past successes, and find innovative
ways to increase audience numbers, so we
will offer a Senior Citizens matinee this
summer. Freewill and Teatro la Quindicina
will collaborate together for the first time in
offering a delightful comedic adaptation of
Titus Andronicus, which will be produced at
the Varscona Theatre from July 9–25. We’ll
explore ways we can improve our ‘Festival
Experience’ by offering excellence in youth
programming, pre-show chats, and backstage
tours.

Why bother making theatre anyway?

What experience in your life do you feel
prepared you best for taking on the artistic
directorship of your company?

Porteous Beware: extreme pomposity
to follow.

Porteous If anything has prepared me,
it would be the eight years I spent at ATP in a
dramaturgical capacity. Freelancing outside of

Commercial ‘entertainment’ is basically a
vehicle to sell us something. It has an agenda.
It wants to take, not just to give. But fine art,

Marianne Copithorne, Vanessa Porteous

including performing art, is one of the only
things in the world that is divinely useless. Of
course there are themes and a point of view
and whatnot. Theatre can change opinions
and drive people to action, of course.
I think a great artistic experience is primarily
non-functional. What makes it great is all the
extra stuff you get ‘for free,’ no matter how
much you paid for your ticket. You know that
feeling. At a great production of a play, there’s
so much going that on you feel a kind of
delicious pain. You want every moment to last
forever, so you can get it all, but there’s just
too much. You can never get to the end of it.
The artist (or artists) have delighted
themselves by cramming as much as possible
into the piece—technique, ideas, images,
complexities, opportunities for revelation—
more than you could ever capture in one
sitting. They have done so for the sheer joy
of it, and that creates enormous energy. So
as the audience, you feel swept along in a
limitless tide of ideas, sensations, discoveries
and feelings.
I guess I think that sensation of generosity
and sheer ‘for-free-ness’, that gleeful
pointlessness, is what makes a good artistic
experience so great. Because it reminds us
that being alive is more than being functional.
Flaky but true: I think an incredible artistic
experience is a celebration of the abundance
of being alive.
Copithorne We are privileged to
produce two main stage plays written by the
world’s most celebrated playwright, William
Shakespeare! Over 188,000 people have come
down to the Park to watch us perform. Come
decide for yourself: Titus Andronicus and
Comedy of Errors running June 30–July 26.
See you at the Park!
theatre alberta news
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By Beth Graham.

‘embrace the

TA member????

Process is a hidden part of our work as theatre artists. We watch our colleagues’ finished pieces but
we often aren’t privy to how the work was actually created. Theatre Alberta News asked Edmonton
actor/creator Beth Graham to give us an insider’s peek into the process behind Catalyst Theatre’s
latest work, Nevermore. –Ed.

A

Publications Mail Agreement Number 40051164
Return undeliverable Canadian addresses to:
Theatre Alberta 11759 Groat Road, 3rd Floor, Edmonton AB T5M 3K6

fter graduating from the University
of Alberta, one of the first companies that
I worked with was Catalyst Theatre. The
production was called twelve and it involved
twelve artists, from various disciplines, each
creating their own individual piece. Their
inspirations were a number from one to
twelve and resident designer Bretta Gerecke’s
set, complete with hanging birch trees, grain,
gravel and a pool of water. I was cast with
fellow actor Jared Matsunaga-Turnbull, and
our job was to provide a through line that
joined all twelve of the pieces together…
somehow. Wow. We were agog with ideas.
The possibilities were endless… Ok, I’m not
going to lie to you—it was mayhem: the
pieces were as varied and unique as each of
the artists creating them and they were still in
development. How exactly were we supposed
to tie it all together when we didn’t know how
one piece ended and the other began? Wow.
We were agog with fear. Lucky for us, we had
the guidance of the co-artistic directors of
the company, Jonathan Christenson and Joey
Tremblay—the ones responsible for this giant
experiment. They seemed to thrive in this
environment. The mayhem was embraced.
Jared and I were encouraged to try anything
and everything--and we did. Eventually,
through many trials and many errors, we
managed to create something out of nothing.
It wasn’t perfect but it worked. Looking back,
I don’t think I quite knew what hit me; I
certainly knew that the experience was way
beyond what I had imagined and I definitely
knew that I wanted more.
After twelve, we all went our separate
ways. Time passed. I changed. I gained
experience. I did a few more shows with
Catalyst Theatre (Fusion: Let There Be Light,
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The cast of Nevermore.

The Blue Orphan, Sticky Shoes). I worked at
other theatres. I co-created a few shows of
my own. Catalyst also changed—they created
new shows which toured nationally and
internationally, these shows were revisited and
transformed, the building was renovated and
painted, a website constructed, people came
and went.
During this time, whenever there was
a chance to return to work with Catalyst,
I leapt. It was, and still is, an environment
that feeds my artistic soul. The work is
demanding. You are expected to rise to the
challenge, “to bring your best”, as Jonathan
Christenson puts it. He clarifies that by
saying, “bring what you’re good at.” If you
are not sure what you are good at, it will
be found in rehearsal and, as Jonathan
says, “exploited”. It will be found by trying
anything and everything you can think of. “It
requires a willingness to make changes and to
let go, to let the work surprise you,” he says.
And surprisingly enough, this past fall,
ten years after I first worked with them
on twelve, I found myself leaping back in
and letting go with Catalyst Theatre again,
rehearsing Nevermore, a new show based
on the life and times of Edgar Allan Poe.

Photograph by Sean McLennan.

It was the first day of rehearsal and the air
was full of that ‘first day’ energy. There
were about twenty people in the room: the
director, designers, choreographer, actors,
stage managers, administrators—the works.
We were all anticipating the first read of
the script. Some of the actors had been
involved in a workshop earlier in the year
with Jonathan and had explored characters in
Poe’s life and the style of the piece; some of
us were new to the process. None of us had
seen this version of the script. We didn’t know
our casting. I think we were all a bit…scared.
After he had told us who we were playing,
Jonathan also informed us that the script we
were reading that day was only the first act
and that we would be getting the second act
in a few weeks, after he had spent more time
on it. This was a good place to start—we
were reminded that Nevermore was a work in
progress and that we were all in it together.
We had to take risks right from the very first
read and dive into the unknown, making
choices on the fly and trusting that there was
more to come.
We were also treated to a design
presentation on that first day. The element of
design plays an intrinsic role in every Catalyst

MA

Cast members from Nevermore.

Photograph by Sean McLennan.

’
MAYHEM
show. Resident designer Bretta Gerecke’s
creations take shape along with the invention
of the play. The design influences the style
and scope of the presentation. For the actor,
the designs evoke a bodily response and
inspire character. We discover how to live
inside the design. The set was steel and black
lace—sexy, industrial. The costumes were
architectural inventions—skeletal hoop skirts,
hats and masks, all of incredible and epic
proportion. I thought holy crap, we are going
to have to be big to match this. And I left that
day, as I did each rehearsal after that, reeling.
All the actors are required for every
rehearsal. It is an ensemble piece, and when
we are not on the deck we learn by observing
each other’s work. Jonathan Christenson
takes an ‘everything at once’ approach, which
means the actor learns choreography, music
and text (which in the case of Nevermore is
written in verse) all at the same time and all
of these elements constantly change. “You
are fully engaged and challenged, your whole
instrument is being worked,” he says. It can
feel like madness. It can be frustrating. It can
be hilarious. This, according to Jonathan, is
the “testing period, pushing to see where the
limit falls.” In this rehearsal period, we are
moving beyond naturalism to a heightened
style of vocal, physical and text work. We
are being asked to “wholly integrate this
performance style without losing the truth of
the character and story.” We are discovering
how we tell the tale of Edgar Allan Poe.
I am always struck by Jonathan’s attention
to the individual. The roles take shape around
the actors, as Jonathan exploits each of their
assets. For example, here is a condensed,
simplified version of a conversation between

Jonathan, choreographer Laura Krewski
and Sheldon Elter, the actor playing Edgar’s
brother Henry.
“Can you smile really big?”
“Uh…(giggles)…sure.”
Sheldon smiles. He has a smile that can
light up a room.
“Can you smile a little bigger?”
“Like this?”
Sheldon smiles bigger and the room
grows a little brighter.
“Yeah, like that.”
Then Laura pipes in.
“Jonathan, can I…?”
“Yep.”
“Sheldon, can you puff up your chest, as
big as you can?”
Sheldon’s chest responds, puffing up. His
shoulders roll back, arms straighten. Jonathan
leans forward.
“Ok, now try it again.”
The music starts and Sheldon enters.
He fills out the character with this new
physicality. The way he moves is different—a
little like a penguin. The way he makes us
feel has also changed. He holds his head
high, smiling gleefully and sings. Henry the
optimist is born. Henry, the heartbreaking
dreamer.
During the next three and half weeks in
the workshop/production phase of Nevermore,
we continue to explore the play. Jonathan
obsesses about certain scenes “in an effort to
‘crack’ the play,” as he puts it. His obsession
means that the scene is tried in every way
imaginable. Offers and counteroffers are
made, text is cut or rewritten, casting is
changed. Eventually something is decided, for
the time being, but we are asked to “keep in
mind that this is subject to change.”
After spending two weeks rehearsing
the first act, we receive the second act, as
promised. There are new characters, new
songs and, of course, new text. We still have
a lot of work ahead of us and if there is one
thing about time, it’s that there is never

— continues on pg.8

Creation
Methodology

Three Alberta
Approaches

Three weeks of rehearsal, four days
of tech, the show opens and runs anywhere from ten days to three weeks,
then the show closes and it’s over.
This seems to be the standard model
for rehearsing and presenting professional theatre in Alberta. It works, for
the most part, but sometimes there just
isn’t enough time, especially when it
comes to new work. I talked to three
artists with rich histories in creationbased theatre to find out how they
create new work over time.

JONATHAN CHRISTENSON
(Artistic director of Catalyst theatre)

For Jonathan “a new
work develops in
intense short bursts,
often over a period
of
years.”
With
Nevermore, Catalyst’s
latest creation, he
began with research.
“I read biographies,
stories, letters and
poems to get to a place where I was ready to
write. I found myself drawn to the footnote
characters, the people whose stories I had to
imagine.” These characters were then explored
in a two-week workshop during the initial
writing phase. Using what he had learned
from this first workshop, Jonathan wrote a
first draft of the play over the course of a year.
This draft then received a workshop
production at Keyano College in Fort
McMurray. “The first draft production is
all about possibilities. I want to explore
everything (music, design, text) in a fully
realized production, to see how it all works

theatre alberta news
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embrace the
enough of it. I can’t believe how full every
rehearsal day is and how hard everyone is
working. Ambition is contagious.
In this workshop/production phase of
Nevermore we have three and a half weeks of
rehearsal in Edmonton. Then we travel to
Fort McMurray, where we have four days of
tech, followed by a ten-day run of the show in
front of an audience at Keyano College. With
tech comes more changes. A scene in which
I was moving frenetically all over the stage
changes to a scene in which I stand perfectly
still in a tight rectangular light. During the
run, we continue to rehearse Nevermore,
which means that the show morphs for every
performance.
It can be a bit nerve wracking trying
new things in front of an audience. I have a
few phrases I picked up along the way that I
like to use when I am rehearsing a Catalyst
show: one is “embrace the mayhem, let it be
whatever it is”; the other phrase is “instant
forgiveness.”
Catalyst’s process seems to be evolving
continually, especially in terms of the
relationship that new work has with time.
A Catalyst play usually goes through several
stages of development over a period of several
years. Plays are revisited as opposed to being
remounted. The performance transforms
every time.
We are approaching the second phase of
rehearsal. In a few weeks, we will be back at
Catalyst with two weeks to prepare for a run
in Edmonton, followed by another week of
rehearsal and then a tour to the Magnetic
North Festival in Ottawa and the Luminato
Festival in Toronto. When we return to
Edmonton to rehearse, we will come in to
the process with a deeper understanding and
the expectation of change because of the
experience we have already had. I can’t wait
to see where the show goes next. I know that
when I get hit with it, as I did with twelve all
those years ago, Nevermore will be beyond
what I can imagine and will definitely leave
me wanting more.
Beth Graham is an actor, playwright and collaborator.
She is co-author of the award-winning Drowning Girls
and will be appearing in Catalyst Theatre’s upcoming
production of Nevermore.

Creation Methodology
together.” This draft was rehearsed for four
weeks before going to Fort McMurray
for four days of tech and a ten-day run.
During the run of Nevermore, rehearsal
continued before each show and changes
were continually made. By the end of the
workshop production phase, the play had
gone through many transformations.
This April, six months after the
workshop production at Keyano College,
Nevermore goes into the second draft
production stage of its development “to
bring the show to the next level.” There will
be two weeks of rehearsal, followed by a three
week run of the show in Edmonton (May
2- 23), followed by another rehearsal period
before the show goes on tour to Ottawa for
the Magnetic North Theatre Festival and to
Toronto’s Luminato festival.

ERIC ROSE
(Co-artistic director of Ghost River Theatre)

For Eric Rose, the
process of new
play development
begins with “a
long slow dance
with an idea.”
Something To Do
With Death, a
play inspired by
his love of westerns, especially those of Sergio
Leone, was no exception. “I have to grow a
fetish, a momentum inside of me before I
can share it with others.”
Eric built an ensemble of artists to
train together as a group. He devised a
series of assignments “to fuel them before
they even entered the rehearsal hall.” His
group consisted of eight artists with a
common interest in new work. “I wanted
enough people to think about exponential
possibility, from which the best idea would
move forward.”
After rehearsing for a week in Calgary,
the group moved to Rosebud, Alberta “to
take them out of their normal context and
into the world of westerns.” For two weeks,
they worked, ate and lived together at the
community hall. During this time, they
created “a series of scenes and ideas and put
them together in an order.” There were two
presentations, one in Rosebud and another
in Calgary.

continued from page 7

The next year, he did it all over again,
building on what the group had already
created. This second time around, Eric
brought in a butoh instructor to lead the
group through physical exercises. Both times
“everybody was there—director, actors,
writer, designers. Everybody pitches in.”
Eric is looking forward to the next step
in the process, which will come in May,
when they begin rehearsals for the premiere
production of Something To Do With Death,
presented by Ghost River Theatre. The show
runs June 19 - 25 at the Vertigo Studio
Theatre in Calgary.

BLAKE BROOKER
(Co-artistic director of One Yellow Rabbit)

“Time is good and a
system is good,” says
Blake Brooker, as he
considers the process of
creating new work. He
continues by outlining
the system that he
and the members
of the One Yellow
Rabbit
ensemble
have developed. “First, there is the concept
development phase. This often happens when
we are rehearsing a show and someone comes
up with the idea for the next show and we riff
on that.” Concept development may take the
form of a series of sessions in which people
develop ideas in a playful manner, through
writing exercises, playing music, reading text
or watching documentary material.
“Then there is the performative material
creation phase. That’s when we explore
how we perform the material we have
gathered.” This material can be anything—
text, movement or image-based. The third
stage of development is referred to as “the
performance plan. It’s where we name or label
what we are doing and develop an order.”
The final stage is the repetition of the
performative material, which is four to
five weeks of rehearsal.” Blake notes that
the system is subject to change. “This is
methodical, a way of doing things, but
not necessarily a template.” And how long
development takes depends on the nature
of the project. “It may take years or it could
happen quite quickly.”

All of these artists seem to adapt to the nature and demands of each new project.
The standard three-week model is lengthened by revisiting the work over a period
of time with multiple presentations or by lengthening the initial development phase.
Although they may still feel constrained by time, the model for the creation of new
work is definitely changing.
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Follow
your dream.
Inspiring
environment.
Remarkable
opportunity.

• Theatre Production diploma program
Visit www.MacEwan.ca/Production

• Theatre Arts diploma program
Visit www.MacEwan.ca/TheatreArts

Choose where you want to
start doing what you love.
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going global

By Trevor Schmidt.
TA member????

Northern Light Theatre Artistic Director Trevor Schmidt
						explores New Zealand and discovers Alberta

D

uring the past two years I have
been in touch with Playmarket, New
Zealand’s playwrights’ agency, in order to
present Northern Light Theatre’s (NLT)
production of Ken Duncum’s Cherish and
Gary Henderson’s Mo & Jess Kill Susie. Our
incredibly symbiotic relationship and the
perceived similarities between our cultures
developed into an ongoing, mutually
beneficial relationship. I was invited to be
a guest speaker at the Aotearoa Playwrights
Conference New Writing/New Producing
Forum, produced in conjunction with the
DANZ Choreographic Conference. I have
been asked to sit on a panel entitled “Going
Global: Licensing NZ plays Internationally
and Presenting NZ Work Globally”.
I have officially become an expert on
international production of New Zealand work.

Photograph by Trevor Schmidt.

My hostess, Katrina Chandra.
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I step off the plane into Auckland.
The traditional word for New Zealand is
Aotearoa—the “Land of 100 Lovers”. I am
immediately struck by the soft eyed girls,
the hard-eyed women and the square-cut,
dark, masculine men in square-cut, dark,
masculine... skirts.
My hostess, Katrina, explains that
those are Samoans, not Maori. I ask the
difference—I want to be able to correct
my mistakes. She laughs—a high pitched,
amazing giggle that causes heads to turn—
and says “THAT’s not going to happen in a
week...!” On the bus ride from the airport we
begin with some elementary pronunciation
lessons. “Aotearoa. Ow-tay-a-row-ah. Every
letter has a sound.” She repeats sounds
over and over patiently as I try to mimic
them. I am not doing very well, and have
to listen very, very carefully to make sure I
am understanding her quick, brisk way of
speaking.
Katrina whisks me off to the first day of
the conference at The Edge—a building that’s
like a combination of Edmonton’s legislature
grounds and Churchill Square. (I get a quick
shower in at her apartment—a blessing after
my day-long flights from New York to L.A
to Auckland). At the registration table I am
immediately introduced to two chummy
men—who turn out to be none other
than Ken Duncum and Gary Henderson
themselves! These two old friends turn
into new friends to me and we spend a few
minutes discussing the productions of Ken’s
Cherish and Gary’s Mo & Jess at NLT.
It becomes immediately apparent that
things are different in New Zealand. The
conference opens with a Maori gentleman
giving a beautiful blessing in the traditional
language. He translates it as a call to the land,
to the ancients, to the ancestors that have
gone before. I am struck by the feeling that
theatre and creation are an extension of the

spirituality of the people and the land from
which they come—a storytelling of tales from
the past that make them who they are today.
I become very excited about the rest of the
conference...
I am identified as the sole international
guest—and realize I have a bit of celebrity
for this reason. People approach me on the
tea break—they have tea at regular intervals
during which everyone drinks… well, TEA.
With biscuits. So dignified!—and say “So
YOU’RE the international guest! From
Canada!” I realize they have been expecting me.
During the lead-up to my panel, jet lag
kicks in. I begin to feel incredibly tired and
have to strain even further to make sure I
am translating New Zealandese properly.
Sometimes people pepper their speech with
Maori (or is it Samoan?) phrases and I am not
sure if it is actually another language or if I
am just not hearing properly. The world has
become a strange and exciting foreign place
that seems a bit like life through some looking
glass—it LOOKS like my world... just a bit
more multi-ethnic than Edmonton!
An elegant silver haired woman in a long
skirt and exotic jewellery sits on my panel.
Her name is Carla Van Zon, and she is a
former theatre artist who is now the head of
the International Department of Creative New
Zealand (CNZ)—the Kiwi equivalent of the
Canada Council. She turns to me as the crowd
disperses and asks what I intend to do for the
rest of my week in Auckland. I tell her that I
will be catching as many Fringe and Auckland
Festival shows I can get tickets to—as soon as I
find a hotel and get some sleep. She says “Well,
we’ll just have to get you into OUR conference
that runs this week.” Suddenly I am a special
guest in the International Flying Friends
Initiative of the CNZ, with an itinerary
of world-class shows to see and pitches to
attend—and a group of colleagues from
Germany, Korea, Japan, the US, and Canada(!)

The cast of Once Were Samoans.

In New Zealand there is not the same
kind of distinction between community
and Equity work as there is in Canada.
In fact, they make little distinction
between professional and amateur
theatre—it’s just THEATRE.
The state of theatre (and all its inherent
struggles to survive and thrive these days)
is universal, and this is driven home as
I hear the playwrights speak in roundtable discussions. Everyone wants to hear
from the guest panellists about how to get
established companies to read their plays,
and then produce them. There is much
debate over whether public funds should
be used to produce work that is not New
Zealand-based new plays. I understand this
argument, as I have faced the same thoughts
for programming international work at NLT,
while some of my fellow PACT (Professional
Association of Canadian Theatres) members
feel it is my duty to produce only brand new
Canadian works—as though I am being
unpatriotic...
There are loads of people on the panels
who self-produce. It’s as if the prospect
of an established company producing a
work is so slim, that most people feel it is
easier to mount their own work—and they
exercise more autonomy over the resulting
production... It’s easy to do. In New Zealand
there is not the same kind of distinction
between community and Equity work as
there is in Canada. In fact, they make little
distinction between professional and amateur
theatre—it’s just THEATRE. In general,

Photographs by Trevor Schmidt.

beyond. Only now it is being recognized as
a success—established theatres are happy to
open their doors to shows like Once Were
Samoans and Strange Resting Places, another
indie show that has two separate casts and
tours the country and other international
festivals. Katrina (my hostess with the
amazing giggle) does the lighting design
for the Kila Kokonut Krew show, and she
invites me to join them on tour in Rotorua,
a small city on the north island, to see the
touring process of indie theatre in that part
of the country, outside of the main cities
like Auckland and Wellington. Because I am
enjoying my time so much and have received
godsend grants from the AFA and Canada
Council, I change my return flight back to
Canada and book a side trip to Rotorua and
Wellington. I am fast falling for this laidback, communal way of living and working....
In the Playmarket office, the girls
(Katrina, George and Jenni) perform a Maori
children’s song, complete with hand gestures.
Then they sit back and ask me to perform
one of my country’s indigenous songs. They
are surprised that I don’t know any. In New
Zealand, the culture is riddled with words,
phrases and songs of the native peoples. The
theatre community is largely focused on
promoting the works that celebrate this, and
the Maori language is being studied in schools
by children and in night courses by adults.
In Rotorua I spend an evening with
the cast in the wharekai (dining hall) where
they are being housed on the marae (sacred
place). The Maori and Samoan actors ask me
questions about our indigenous people and
as I try to explain reservations and residential
schools, treaties and smallpox, reparations
and taxation, substance abuse and status,
I see their faces become more and more
horrified… and the more I try to explain, the
more horrified I become, too.
I have been asked back to direct a
production of Tomson Highway’s The Rez
Sisters next year, in collaboration with Kila
Kokonut Krew. And on both sides of the
world, theatre artists begin approaching their
government funding bodies to access arts
grants to make this collaboration possible….

New Zealand

Performing Samoans

they seem much less hung up on labelling
or defining their work, their theatres or their
processes than North America.
By the time this goes to press, most
people will know that Northern Light
Theatre will be leaving the Third Space—its
rehearsal, office, and performance venue for
the past twenty eight years. This displacement
has caused me some concern, but I am
heartened to learn that the Auckland Theatre
Company—roughly the size equivalent of
The Citadel Theatre, producing the same
amount of shows per season—does not
have a venue. They rent various size houses
depending on the size of each individual
show. No one seems to understand my
concern: “Why do you need a home venue?”
I struggle to explain the uniquely North
American conceit that a permanent venue
lifts you out of the realm of ‘indie/not quite
legitimate’ but in my head I begin to wonder:
“DO we need a home venue?” My view of
theatre is shifting. Perhaps I need to change
my concept of theatre, to move with the
times. I hate change....
Which highlights another trend I see
developing world-wide—the small selfproduced show that tours the provincial
markets or indie scene and achieves some
success is picked up and presented by a
mid-sized company (like NLT), which,
after showing more success and an increased
audience, is subsequently picked up by a
regional (or A category) house to be presented
with an increased budget and production
values. In the difficult economic times
world-wide, the established theatres are
looking to make the most of their budgets
by presenting rather than producing, and the
lure of new, locally grown work is appealing.
Unfortunately, this leaves a lot of the
responsibility on the shoulders of the indie
artists, who must find the resources to launch
the initial production in the hopes that it will
strike a chord with audiences, catch the eye of
a producer, and begin the climb into a longterm life for the production.
Such an example in New Zealand is Once
Were Samoans, presented by the Kila Kokonut
Krew. Billed as South Auckland’s most
wanted artists, Kila Kokonut Krew formed
as a collective in 2005, spearheaded by Vela
Manusaute and Anapela Polataivao. This
‘little show that could’ has been touring the
regions for a few years now, with a rotating
cast, and has toured the entire country and

Trevor is an actor, director, designer and playwright based
in Edmonton, where he is the Artistic Director of Northern Light Theatre. This trip was made possible with the
gracious assistance of the Canada Council and the Alberta
Foundation for the Arts.
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by Sam Varteniuk.

barrier-free
TA member
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eople get into theatre
for different reasons. For
some it’s a way to meet people. Others
find the catharsis of performance intoxicating.
One person seeks fame and fortune, another
wants to strike a resonant political chord.
“I like coming to rehearsals because
it passes the time,” says Ken, a member
of the Speaking of Schizophrenia Players.
“Otherwise I’d be at home alone
watching TV.”
Neil of the Autism Society Players
appreciates the opportunity to use his
imagination: “Imagination is good. Playing
myself is not so good. I enjoy taking a break
from myself and being someone else.”
“I get to act up and no one tells me not to
do that,” says Barbie of the Rising Sun Players.
“I also get to flirt with guys.”
For many people with developmental
disabilities life is a procession of group homes
and day programs. Shuttled between job
training and recreational therapy, one develops
a sense of being under the microscope,
identified as inadequate and needing
improvement. Having run the gamut of selfimprovement and ready for a new challenge,
drama groups afford individuals a unique
opportunity to step out of themselves, connect
with members of the community and take
ownership of their reality.
This is the story of two such groups:
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Edmonton’s Rising Sun Theatre and Red
Deer’s Artsparks on the Boards.
Gerry Potter is the Artistic
Director of Rising Sun Theatre,
an Edmonton-based, barrierfree theatre company. They
operate under the umbrella
of the SKILLS Society,
an organization that
provides outreach,
support and
training to persons with
developmental disabilities.
In early 2004, inspired
by the work at the Nina Haggerty
Centre for the Arts, SKILLS convened
a series of meetings to discuss the formation
of a drama group. Among the people invited
was Gerry Potter, founder of Workshop
West Theatre (one of Edmonton’s premiere
companies for the creation of new work).
Several meetings later, Rising Sun Theatre was
born with Potter as director.
In just five short years Rising Sun
Theatre has racked up an impressive list of
credentials. Recently they were honoured at
the Edmonton Mayor’s Celebration of the
Arts with the TELUS Courage to Innovate
Award. They’ve written and performed two
plays and are currently working on a third,
performed at the Edmonton Fringe’s PCL
Studio, the Winspear Centre for Music, and
the Saskatoon Fringe Festival.
“The group loved going to Saskatoon,
mostly because they got to travel, which
is something a lot of them don’t get to do
very often,” says Potter. The group billed
themselves as a “barrier-free” theatre group,
mentioned that they were supported by
SKILLS, and described what SKILLS was, but
decided to stay away from terms like ‘persons
with developmental disabilities.’
“Barrier-free is a way to talk about who
we are and what we do without using tired
old terms like ‘persons with developmental
disabilities’,” says Potter. “The labels we put
on people don’t describe them very well;
generating a dialogue as a society about the
kinds of barriers we put up, the labels, the
limits, are all good ideas.”

It is an unspoken mandate of any barrierfree theatre company to constantly redefine
itself. From ‘handicapped’ to ‘special needs’ to
‘persons with developmental disabilities’, the
terminology surrounding disability is barely
able to keep ahead of a hegemony that absorbs
and, sadly, abuses it. Potter, however, feels that
the group’s objectives must be self-generated.
“Whatever goal we have has to be owned
by the people in the group,” says Potter. “It
has to come from them. Our goals are to have
fun, to create a voice and an opportunity
for people with developmental disabilities to
make theatre.”
Rising Sun has received funding from
various sources over the years, from the
Persons with Developmental Disabilities
program, to the Edmonton Arts Council
and the Alberta Foundation for the Arts.
Inauspicious as it may sound, the name
“Rising Sun” came from a song about a
brothel in New Orleans.
“We were working toward a deadline for
a grant proposal and had to come up with
name for the group,” explains
Potter. “We all liked the song
‘House of the Rising Sun’, and it
does suggest new beginnings, a new
day, so we went with it.”
The group’s first play was titled
The Giraffe Who Thought He Could
Fly. A fable penned by Potter, it tells
the story of a giraffe who is too short
but, undeterred by the naysayings of
the other animals, is determined to fly.
He eventually succeeds through a fluke of
nature; the play is an uplifting reminder
of what’s possible when we ignore the fact
that it’s impossible.
“We started by talking about what sorts
animals we were and it went from there,”
says Potter, who wrote the play for the specific
individuals involved, ensuring each part was
challenging and rewarding for the person
playing it.
Stories About Us, Rising Sun’s second
offering, is a sometimes dark but ultimately
uplifting series of stories from the lives of the
players. While Potter did some dramaturgy
and writing, many of the stories were

A

Photo by Eric Rose.

tale of two companies
Matt Waddell, Rick Duthie and
Jamie Konchak in the initial workshop
for Something to Do With Death.

Phot

written by members of the group, if they
were written at all: some were the product
of improvisations and have never been
committed to paper.
For Matt Gould, it’s all about creating
community. Gould is the Artistic Director
of Red Deer’s Artsparks on the Boards; he’s
also the AD of Treehouse Theatre, a company
that produces theatre for young audiences.
So it seemed only natural that his two theatre
companies work together.
“Both teenagers and people with
developmental disabilities are marginalised,”
says Matt. “The two groups also mistrust each
other.”
Gould’s solution was to put them in the
same room with the objective of creating
a play. When Artsparks on the Boards
(an extension of Artsparks, which focuses
primarily on visual art)
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meeting in the fall of
2006, there were 25 participants: 11 teens, 14
disabled. Allied with Red Deer Library and
funded by the Persons with Developmental
Disabilities program, Artsparks on the Boards
presents both large-scale productions in
Red Deer and smaller touring shows in the
surrounding area.

“When we first got together, we
brainstormed and came up with the fictional
community of Dry Heave, Alberta,” explains
Gould. “It’s a town full of individuals,
families and communities for whom we’ve
created histories.”
The model allows for a high level of
inclusivity, making room for characters
of every stripe. Ensemble performance is
emphasized, as Gould avers that he doesn’t
believe in ‘stars’ of the show. Much like Potter,
he writes specifically for each actor, ensuring
roles represent something that is both
attainable and challenging for the performer.
Their first play, Dry Heave Undressed:
Chronicles of a Small Town on the Edge, played
to sold out crowds for two nights in the
basement of Gaetz Memorial United Church
in May of 2007. A play within a play, the
story features the citizens of Dry Heave in
final dress rehearsal for a community theatre
performance. Gould himself plays the director
of the performance, allowing him to occupy
his actual role in the rehearsal room, putting
the performers at ease, and enabling him to
help with lines and blocking as needed.
After attending the performance at Gaetz,
several members of Central Alberta Theatre
(CAT), a local community group, expressed
interest in being part of Artsparks on the
Board’s next show. A Dry Heave Christmas
premiered in December of 2008 at the Red
Deer Memorial Centre – a considerably larger
venue than the church basement. The group
was invigorated by larger audiences and higher
production values. The cast swelled to
35 people, and this time included not only
teenagers and persons with developmental
disabilities, but several members of CAT and
a few pairs of parents and children who were
inspired to join.
Gould insists that, quite separate from
production values, the real successes come in
the form of mundane yet significant exchanges
between the players. “A person will go up to a
teenager and say, ‘That’s a nice sweater you’re
wearing.’ The teenager will say, ‘Thanks, and
those are lovely earrings.’ Horrendous abuse
can come from teenagers toward people with
disabilities; one person in the group had

stopped riding the city bus entirely because
of the abuse he’d received there. But now he
rides the bus again. It’s the simple moments
of camaraderie that are the most shockingly
marvellous.”
So what’s next for these intrepid groups?
Artsparks on the Boards will take the stage
once again in December of 2009 with A
Dry Heave Centennial; Rising Sun Theatre
presented their new play, The Ghost of Opposite
Gulch, at the SKILLS Society on May 29 and
30, 2009.
“My concepts about professionalism have
changed radically since working with Rising
Sun,” explains Potter. “Professional just means
treating what you do and the people you work
with respectfully, working hard towards group
goals. In the arts, professionalism should
mean making sure we are as human as possible
with one another.”
Gould, a self-described control freak, says
he’s learned to let go of expected results and
focus more on making sure all the participants
enjoy themselves. “I’ve learned that I’m there
to serve these people. I’m humbled that they’re
willing to go on this ride I’ve created, so I feel
a tremendous responsibility to make it a good
one. It’s very grounding. It’s an honour—I’m
being honoured by everyone I’m working
with.”
For Potter, working with Rising Sun has
changed his very concept of success.
“Theatre can be, on its best level, a
reaffirmation of a human connection between
the audience and the people on stage. If you
can achieve that, then that is the highest
achievement you can make in the arts,
professional or otherwise. It’s not about
whether you get tape marks right on the floor,
what plays you’ve done, what directors you’ve
worked with, theories you’ve read, academies
you’ve transformed, laughs you’ve gotten,
money you’ve made, or awards you’ve won.
Working with people who have been labelled
with disabilities forces us to examine what it
means to be a success as a human being.”
Sam Varteniuk is a founding member of Mostly Water,
Artistic Director of the Speaking of Schizophrenia Players
and the Autism Society Players, and is pleased to be directing Rising Sun Theatre’s upcoming production.
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Widows & Orphan
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guerrilla
girls
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n 1985, a group of women artists started a
revolutionary movement called Guerrilla Girls.
Frustrated by the art world’s glass ceiling,
these self described “feminist masked avengers
in the tradition of Robin Hood, Wonder
Woman and Batman” began to fight gender
discrimination with facts, fury and fake fur.
Their cheeky anonymous critiques wearing
gorilla masks have been seen on billboards,
posters and T-shirts around the world.
Sadly, however, many tenets in their ironic
1988 manifesto The Advantages of Being a
Woman Artist still have resonance for women
theatre artists today.
Why? Because theatre is an art form
where the gender imbalance continues to be
virtually unaddressed.

Working without the pressure of success
A 2006 re-investigation into the
participation of women in theatre by
Nightwood Theatre, the Playwrights Guild
and PACT called Adding it Up: The Status
of Women in Canadian Theatre showed little
improvement in participation rates from Rina
Fraticelli’s original 1982 survey of women in
Canadian theatre.

Knowing your career might pick up
when you’re eighty

Which begs the questions… Despite
significant societal change, why have we seen
so little progress in theatre over the last 25
years? What is holding women back from an
equal place in all aspects of Canadian theatre?

Having an escape from the art world in
your 4 free-lance jobs
Statistics show women who want to be
involved in theatre must negotiate a difficult
path, which often includes a host of joe jobs
or streaming into select positions. Theatre
administrators, stage managers, customer
service and office staff, volunteers, and even
audiences (59%) are predominantly women.
But this representation does not continue in
creative positions. Why is this?

Having the opportunity to choose
between career and motherhood

Absolutely, women’s careers are affected
more than men’s because of child-bearing. But
that can’t fully explain the disparity. Here’s
a theory. The first year I attended a national
PACT Conference, the group was asked
to split into Artistic Directors and General
Managers for a workshop. The gender split
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was jaw dropping. I was one of a handful of
women Artistic Directors.
Why is this important? It’s true, we have
many fantastically talented women GM’s,
actors, SM’s, designers, technicians and
directors. But in my experience, from these
positions, it is almost impossible to make lasting
change on stage. Artistic Directors have different
power. Their perspective, their taste, the stories
and audiences they connect to, determine the
vision for the company. They choose plays. They
cast shows. They select playwrights to develop.
In my opinion, fewer women at the helm
of theatres means fewer opportunities for
women artists, pure and simple.

Being reassured that whatever kind
of work you make it will be labeled
feminine

Now like the Guerrilla Girls point out,
this call for women ADs shouldn’t mean that
every woman AD must carry a radical feminist
banner or every woman led theatre must only
do “feminine” plays. I may be naïve, but I
believe when we see more gender balance in
Artistic Directorships, we will simply see a
wider diversity in material and opportunities
on our stages.
So where do we stand in Alberta?
Until six months ago, the sad reality
was that Caroline Howarth and I found
ourselves the only women ADs heading up a
PACT company in Edmonton. Looking back
through Edmonton history, the small list of
women—Jan Selman and Ruth Smillie at
Catalyst, Dorothy Ann Haug at Chinook (now
Fringe Theatre Adventures), Deb Hurford
and Sophie Lees at Azimuth, Elyne Quan,
myself and Caroline at Concrete since our
switch from an artistic collective to an AD
structure—all fall into two categories: Popular
Theatre or TYA, a fact echoed by Adding it
Up. The only person I can remember running
an adult regional PACT theatre is Gyllian
Raby at Northern Light (1988-91).
Why are women running smaller, lower
budget and lower profile theatres than men?
Why has it taken us so long to see another
woman lead an adult regional theatre in
Edmonton?
Calgary has had a little more success
in this regard. Lunchbox has had a series of
women at the helm: Margaret Bard (along
with husband Bartley), Johanne Deleeuw
and Rona Waddington. Playwright Sharon
Pollock ran both Theatre Calgary (1984) and

the Garry between 1992 and 1997. Nikki
Loach was a co-founder of Theatre Junction.
Georgie Collins led Pleiades before it became
Vertigo. Feminist Maenad Theatre had Brenda
Anderson and Alex Patience. Mariette Sluyter
ran All Nations from 2003-06. Bonnie Gratz
has led Centre Stage since 2002.
So how do we create more gender balance
in Artistic Direction? Should Boards consider
gender balance and historical inequities
when they hire Artistic Directors? Should
funders insist on benchmarks of equality as a
requirement of operational funding?
No easy answers… and despite the
challenges, change inches forward in Alberta.
Small but powerful new companies
have begun to emerge to address the gender
imbalance. Edmonton’s The Maggie Tree,
headed up by Vanessa Sabourin and Kristi
Gunther Hansen, and Hey Ladies!, a comedy
improv variety show hosted by Davina
Stewart, Leona Brausen and Cathleen
Rootsaert as well as Calgary’s Urban Curvz,
helmed by Jessica Dollard, have made it their
business to bring women initiated and driven
projects and diverse women’s perspectives to
the stage.

Not having to undergo the embarrassment of being called a genius

I will embarrass them and say it.
Three genius women are becoming ADs at
PACT theatres in our communities. Marianne
Copithorne has taken the helm at the Freewill
Players, Nikki Loach has succeeded Duval
Lang at Quest Theatre and Vanessa Porteous
will be leading Alberta Theatre Projects into
the next decade.
In 2009, it seems absurd to proclaim
appointments of women as Artistic Directors
as radical acts of note, but sadly I think they
still are. Let’s not stop here. We still need more
women at the helm of more theatres.
So that we’re getting publicity for the
strength of our work, not simply reduced
to the sad final precept of the Advantages of
Being a Woman Artist.

Getting your picture in the art
magazines wearing a gorilla suit
Mieko is an Edmonton based playwright, actor and director. She is currently in the U.S. where she is the inaugural
Faith Broome Playwright in Residence at the University
of Oklahoma.
To read the full Adding it Up Report:
www.playwrightsguild.ca/pgc/news_docs/womens.pdf

Innovation is the key to unleashing opportunity.
Acting and Technical Production at Red Deer College has a welldeserved reputation as a leader in theatrical innovation, exploration
and excellence. Interdisciplinary opportunities in music, drama, visual
art, film, dance and creative writing both in and out of the classroom,
encourage you to seek a broader understanding of the world around
you that reflects the true nature of arts and culture.

There’s something to be said about

innovation.

Our program embraces both traditional and innovative hands-on
instruction by faculty and staff who are energetic, enthusiastic and
dedicated to the highest standards of excellence. You’ll study in the
Arts Centre, one of the finest performing arts facilities in Canada with
full access to costumes, props, weaponry, special effects, and lighting
and sound equipment.
Our tremendous resources provide you an ideal combination of
intense, industry related experience with the small class sizes and
personal attention that make RDC a great place. Performing Arts at
RDC - connecting students with opportunity and education to follow
their passion!

For details about our two-year diplomas in Acting and Technical Production | www.rdc.ab.ca/performing_arts
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stylish

Our 60th Anniversary Season
TIdelIne
by Wajdi Mouawad

S p I n e {wor l d pr em i er e}
by Kevin Kerr, U of A Lee Playwright-in-Residence

September 17 — 26, 2009

Co-Produced with Realwheels
February 4 — 13, 2010

Bl ack comedy
by Peter Shaffer

annIe mae’S movemenT
by Yvette Nolan

October 29 — November 7, 2009

smart

GoodnIGhT deSdemona
(Good mornInG JulIe T )
by Ann-Marie MacDonald
November 26 — December 5, 2009

adventurous
www.studiotheatre.ca

March 25 — April 3, 2010

The Good Woman of SeTzuan
by Bertolt Brecht
May 13 — 22, 2010
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